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a b s t r a c t

To investigate the neural underpinnings of word decoding, and how it changes as a function of repeated
exposure, we trained Dutch participants repeatedly over the course of a month of training to articulate a
set of novel disyllabic input strings written in Greek script to avoid the use of familiar orthographic
representations. The syllables in the input were phonotactically legal combinations but non-existent in
the Dutch language, allowing us to assess their role in novel word decoding. Not only trained disyllabic
pseudowords were tested but also pseudowords with recombined patterns of syllables to uncover the
emergence of syllabic representations. We showed that with extensive training, articulation became
faster and more accurate for the trained pseudowords. On the neural level, the initial stage of decoding
was reflected by increased activity in visual attention areas of occipito-temporal and occipito-parietal
cortices, and in motor coordination areas of the precentral gyrus and the inferior frontal gyrus. After one
month of training, memory representations for holistic information (whole word unit) were established
in areas encompassing the angular gyrus, the precuneus and the middle temporal gyrus. Syllabic
representations also emerged through repeated training of disyllabic pseudowords, such that reading
recombined syllables of the trained pseudowords showed similar brain activation to trained pseudo-
words and were articulated faster than novel combinations of letter strings used in the trained
pseudowords.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Can you pronounce “peemfesk”? Of course you can, even if you
never saw this stimulus before. One way to do this is by converting
each smallest unit – a grapheme, in our writing system – to a
phoneme, as children often do when learning to read. The process
of visual-word decoding, or the accurate and fast retrieval of the
phonological code for written word forms, is commonly assumed
to play a central role in the process of visual word recognition
(Seidenberg, 2007). Even in adults, the initial stages of decoding
novel words would involve the mapping of small units – be it
individual graphemes to phonemes or bi- and trigrams to a (set of)
phoneme(s). With repeated exposure, people become much faster
at decoding words than it would take to decipher each grapheme
separately (Nazir, Jacobs, & O'Regan, 1998). A plausible mechanism

for this acceleration is that the units for the orthography-
phonology mapping become increasingly larger, and the mapping
becomes more holistic. Nonetheless, it is by no means clear how
this orthography–phonology mapping is coded in our brain and
whether the memory representation changes as a function of
repeated exposure to a larger chunk of units (multisyllabic words).

To shed more light on the neurocognitive foundations of visual-
word decoding, we examined the underlying neuronal signature of
reading aloud novel, disyllabic input strings, and how it changes as a
function of repeated training over a period of four weeks. Each novel
input string consisted of two syllables that do not exist in the
language of our Dutch participants, but that could exist, because
their combination of phonemes complies with the syllable-structure
rules of their language. These strings had to be read aloud. Our aim
was to study changes in the orthography–phonology mapping, and
the emergence of units larger than individual graphemes or pho-
nemes, as a function of training. Although the (neural) nature of
visual word forms has been investigated (Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, &
Vinckier, 2005; McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003), not much is
known yet about training-induced neural changes when decoding
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novel words. In a series of studies, Xue et al. trained Chinese
participants to read unfamiliar Hangul characters, focusing on visual
processing (Xue, Chen, Jin, & Dong, 2006a, 2006b; Xue & Poldrack,
2007) and how this training impacts on the involvement of the visual
word form area (VWFA) in the left mid-fusiform gyrus (McCandliss
et al., 2003). All studies by Xue et al. focused on visual processing and
did not explore brain activation related to orthography–phonology
conversion and motor preparatory processing. Several reading mod-
els suggest multiple processing steps that underlie reading, from
decoding visual input, and transforming it to production output (for
instance: Coltheart, 2005; Seidenberg, 2007). The models are usually
built on how we decode combinations of different letter strings in a
bottom-up manner. But they also imply that when a word holds
semantic information, top-down modulation can affect the proces-
sing cascade, adding extra complexity to the models. Since we do not
know much about training-induced neural plasticity in decoding
unfamiliar script, here as a first step, we kept our focus simple by
using pseudowords to avoid the top-down influence of the semantic
representations.

In this study, we assessed the underlying neural mechanisms
contributing to the decoding of visual input for articulation. Our
assumption was that processing is demanding during the initial
stage of decoding, when letter combinations are unfamiliar. This
processing demand may arise because decoding unfamiliar letter
combinations involves: 1) conversion of each grapheme to a
phoneme, 2) keeping the converted information online in working
memory, and 3) assembling the converted pieces to pronounce the
letter strings as a whole. We assumed that repeated exposure to
specific combinations of letter strings results in the emergence of
more holistic representations at orthographic, phonemic, and
motor-sequence levels. Once such holistic (syllable- or word-sized)
representations exist, the second and the third decoding steps just
mentioned can be dispensed with, since conversion will take place
at a holistic level, rendering the decoding process more efficient.

Besides the learning processes involved in the decoding of
visual pseudoword representations, we were also interested in
whether repeated exposure to disyllabic pseudowords led to the
formation of novel memory representations that were larger than
individual phonemes, but smaller than the complete input string
(i.e. the whole pseudoword). Following the idea put forward by
statistical learning models (Barlow, 1989; Hastie, Tibshirani, &
Friedman, 2009), if a certain combination of letters occurs repeat-
edly, there is a high probability that this combination will occur
again. The brain can code this set of letters as a chunk or unit, for
efficient future usage. Likewise, phonological and motor represen-
tations can emerge as chunks through repeated training. By
processing input information in chunks rather than individual
graphemes, we assumed the decoding to be less effortful and more
efficient. Since letter combinations occur more frequently as
syllable packages when trained on a set of disyllabic pseudowords,
we hypothesized that recombinations of these syllables will be
decoded more efficiently than novel combinations at the letter
level. It has been shown that syllables play a role in reading (Ans,
Carbonnel, & Valdois, 1998; Carreiras, Mechelli, Estévez, & Price,
2007; Carreiras, Mechelli, & Price, 2006; Carreiras, Riba, Vergara,
Heldmann, & Münte, 2009), and in speech production (Levelt,
2001; Schiller, Meyer, Baayen, & Levelt, 1996). Levelt et al. put
forward the idea of the “mental syllabary”, a repository of
articulatory phonetic programs for the most frequent syllables
(Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Levelt & Wheeldon, 1994), which
facilitates the efficient production of speech. Applying these ideas
to orthography–phonology mapping, we investigated whether
specific memory representations for syllables will emerge as a
consequence of repeated exposure to, and pronunciation of, multi-
syllabic words. If so, this would provide additional flexibility and
efficiency in decoding. Therefore, we focused on the emergence of

novel syllabic memory representations that, when extracted from
the frequently exposed multisyllabic words, could be used in the
processing of new combinations of these syllables.

In order to investigate the above objectives, we created a set of
Dutch pronounceable disyllabic pseudowords which were com-
prised of two novel syllables (i.e. syllabic structures that conform
to the rules of Dutch phonology, but do not exist in Dutch). The
pseudowords were presented in Greek orthography to participants
who all had basic training in reading ancient Greek texts, and were
able to read aloud a short Dutch poem written in Greek script
without any difficulty that was presented at the intake session
prior to the experiment. Presenting the novel syllable combina-
tions in the native Latin script invites access to native-language
units that are larger than graphemes but smaller than syllables,
whereas a grapheme-to-phoneme read out is possible in both
Latin and Greek scripts. By using the Greek script, we hoped that
participants are able to decode the letter strings if given enough
time, but at the same time, to minimize the use of sub-syllabic
mapping units that already exist in the native Latin script for
decoding new Dutch-like pseudowords. Note that the novel
syllables also did not exist in ancient Greek, and that additional
non-Greek symbols had to be used to represent Dutch phonemes
that did not exist in ancient Greek. The use of Dutch pronounce-
able pseudowords in a non-native script should thus render the
decoding of the novel stimuli more difficult, and less automatic,
and provide more opportunity to monitor the consequences of
training, both in terms of general performance gain and the
establishment of novel syllabic representations with behavioral
measures and brain correlates.

The critical conditions consisted of “Trained” (five extensively
trained combinations of 10 novel syllables; e.g. νωχβλιφ, πεεμφεσκ,
pronounced noogblif and peemfesk, respectively), and two addi-
tional conditions in which each stimulus was presented only once
in every test session: “Recombined” (different combinations of the
10 syllables used in the trained condition; e.g. νωχφεσκ, pro-
nounced noogfesk), and “Novel” (novel pronounceable letter
strings, the letters of which were used in the Trained pseudo-
words; e.g. νεμσλεφ, pronounced nemslef). We measured the brain
activity using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while
participants were instructed to overtly pronounce the script
presented on the screen. The stimuli were constructed such that
grapheme–phoneme associations had a very transparent, one-to-
one correspondence (see Appendix Table A.1 for the grapheme–
phoneme correspondence).

We predicted the following: during early stages of training,
pseudowords will be decoded in small units in an effortful serial
process, probably one grapheme at a time, causing errors at the
grapheme/phoneme level, and relatively long response times. With
repeated training, we expected the emergence of pseudoword repre-
sentations, leading to substantial improvement in accuracy and speed
for the Trained condition. On the neural level, we predicted an
activation increase in areas that code for memory representations
for the novel pseudowords as a whole, and for their constituent novel
syllables. Because the naming task involved the conversion of visual
input into phonological and motor output, we expected memory
representations to arise in areas that code for visuo-auditory conver-
gence, such as the posterior middle temporal gyrus (Hickok & Poeppel,
2007), left temporo-parietal regions, and superior temporal cortex
(Wilson, Isenberg, & Hickok, 2009). We also predicted activation
decrease with training, in areas such as the occipito-parietal cortex,
known to be active when the task demands extra attention to the
visual input (Cohen, Dehaene, Vinckier, Jobert, & Montavont, 2008;
Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011; Sandak et al., 2004), and in
the prefrontal cortex, whose activity reflects conscious selection and
monitoring (Graves, Desai, Humphries, Seidenberg, & Binder, 2010).
The same holds for areas known to activate when articulation is
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difficult, such as the anterior insula and the premotor cortex (Brown
et al., 2009). If syllable-sized representations are indeed established,
Recombined pseudowords should be articulated faster than Novel
pseudowords, and the brain activity in the Recombined condition
should be similar to that of Trained condition, as these two conditions
share the same syllables.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Twenty-one right-handed university students from the Radboud University
Nijmegen (four males, age 18–29 years, M¼21.2, SD¼2.6) participated in the study.
All were native speakers of Dutch, studying Classical Languages at the university.
All participants were without any known neurological or hearing problems and
with normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants gave written informed
consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki and were compensated for
participation. To be confident that the participants could perform the task already
on Day 1, at the intake of the experiment they were given a short Dutch poem
written in Greek script to read aloud, and all could do this without difficulty.

2.2. Stimulus

Stimuli consisted of disyllabic Dutch pseudowords, comprised of novel Dutch
syllables (i.e. pronounceable strings of phonemes that conform to the rules of Dutch
phonology, but do not exist as a syllable, or a part of a syllable, in Dutch) and assigned to
one of three experimental conditions. For the Trained condition, 10 novel syllables were
used to form five pseudowords (e.g. noogblif and peemfesk). For the Recombined
condition, the 10 novel syllables of the Trained condition were paired anew, to form
70 recombined pseudowords (e.g. noogfesk and blifpeem). For the Novel condition, 140
new disyllabic pseudowords were created using the same graphemes as were used in
the Trained condition (e.g. nemsslef and feepslif). Of the 140 pseudowords in the Novel
condition, 50 were assigned to the Novel condition in the functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) test and 20 to the Novel condition in the Behavioral test on Day 1. Of the
remaining 70 pseudowords in the Novel condition and of the 70 in the Recombined
condition, 50 were assigned to the fMRI test list and 20 to the Behavioral test list for
both Days 5 and 28. The visual baseline condition during the fMRI test consisted of
“XXXXXXX” on the screen. The length of the sequences was matched to the length of
the experimental stimuli. Pseudowords were presented in Greek script (e.g. νωχβλιφ for
noogblif and πεεμφεσκ for peemfesk) in white on a black background. Three non-Greek
symbols were used for the Latin graphemes that did not have Greek counterparts.
Participants learned these exceptions by heart prior to the start of the experiment.
Grapheme–phoneme correspondence was very transparent such that there was only
one possible way to pronounce the script of each pseudoword. Greek and Non-Greek
symbols and their corresponding Latin graphemes, as well as all stimuli, can be found in
the Appendix Tables A.1 and A.2, respectively).

2.3. Procedure

Word-decoding and speech-production learning were established by training
participants to overtly pronounce pseudowords, presented in a Greek script on a
screen, through repeated sessions spread over four weeks (Fig. 1A). One day prior
to the start of the experimental sessions, participants were given a table of symbol–
sound conversion (Appendix Table A.1) and some example texts to practice
converting Greek to Latin format, including the three unfamiliar non-Greek
symbols. The experiment encompassed three types of sessions: Training, fMRI test,
and Behavioral test sessions. The experimental protocol was as follows: on Day 1,
participants first took fMRI test 1 (fMRI-1) followed by Behavioral test 1(Behav-1),
and then Training session 1 (Train-1). On Day 3, the second Training session took
place (Train-2). On Day 5, participants took the second fMRI (fMRI-2) and
Behavioral test (Behav-2). Eight Training sessions followed during the next three
weeks (Train-3 to 10). Each Training session was maximally three days apart. On
Day 28 (the last day of the experimental protocol), participants took the third fMRI
(fMRI-3) and Behavioral test (Behav-3) (Fig. 1A).

During the fMRI test on Day 1, participants were presented with 100 pseudo-
words (presentation time varied from 2.5 to 6 s) while they were scanned in an MR
scanner (3 T, Trio, Siemens, Erlangen) and were told to pronounce the pseudo-
words. These 100 trials consisted of 10 repetitions of the 5 pseudowords from the
Trained list and 50 different pseudowords from the Novel list. Participants were
instructed to pronounce the visually presented stimuli overtly, as soon as an
asterisk (n) appeared on the screen. For every trial, the pseudoword appeared in
white letters on a black background. After a jittered interval of 2.5–6 s, it was
replaced by an asterisk, prompting the participants to pronounce the pseudoword,
followed by a jittered inter-trial interval of 2–10 s. Intermixed, 50 visual baseline
stimuli (“XXXXX”) were presented on the screen, and participants were instructed
to just passively view the stimulus (Fig. 1B: fMRI). Both jittered intervals were used

to prevent stimulus and response-time anticipation. All stimuli were presented in a
random order. On Day 5 and Day 28, the stimulus set of the fMRI test comprised: 10
repetitions of the 5 pseudowords from the Trained list, 50 new pseudowords from
the Novel list, and a set of the 50 pseudowords from the Recombined list, adding to
a total of 150 pseudoword trials and 50 baseline trials per session.

After each fMRI test session, participants performed a Behavioral test session
(Fig. 1B: Behav). During this session, 4 repetitions of the 5 pseudowords of the
Trained condition, 20 Novel pseudowords, and on Days 5 and 28, an additional 20
pseudowords from the Recombined condition were presented visually to the
participants in a randomized order. There were thus 40 trials on Day 1, and 60
trials on Day 5 and Day 28. Participants were instructed to overtly pronounce the
pseudowords as quickly and as accurately as possible.

In all 10 training sessions, participants were visually presented with the
5 pseudowords from the Trained list 200 times each, in a randomized order, and
they were instructed to overtly pronounce the stimuli as quickly and as accurately
as possible (Fig. 1B: Train).

2.4. Behavioral data analysis

Accuracy and reaction times were measured during the Behavioral test sessions
and compared using PASW Statistics 18, Release Version 18.0.0 (D3 SPSS, Inc., 2009,
Chicago, IL, www.spss.com). Responses were marked as errors when they con-
tained pronunciation errors, or were not initiated within the time window of 200–
1750 ms after stimulus onset. Reaction time was defined as the time between the
onset of the pseudoword presentation on the screen and the onset of the vocal
naming response, measured by a voice key, adjusted to participants' individual
voice amplitude levels, and connected with the experimental setup (NESU, MPI for
Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands http://www.mpi.nl/world/tg/experi
ments/nesu.html for the first nine participants, and Presentation, Neurobehavioral
systems https://www.neurobs.com/ for the remaining participants). Response
times that were shorter than 200 ms (mean number of trials on Day 1: 0.2, Day
5: 0.4, Day 28: 0.9) and longer than the response-time limit (1750 ms, mean
number of trials on Day 1: 1.9, Day 5: 0.6, Day 28: 0.6) were omitted from the
reaction-time analysis. For repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA),
Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied whenever sphericity was violated.

2.5. fMRI data acquisition

For the fMRI, we acquired T2n-weighted images covering the whole brain using
an echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI, 36 axial slices, ascending slice acquisition,
repetition time (TR)¼2310 ms, echo time (TE)¼30 ms, 751 flip-angle,
matrix¼64�64, slice thickness: 3.0 mm, slice gap: 0.3 mm, field of view (FOV):
192 mm, Trio, Siemens, Erlangen). In order to minimize the effect of head motion
due to word production, we made use of the online motion correction algorithm
(Prospective Acquisition CorrEction, PACE) embedded in the Siemens' sequence,
where the actual acquisition slice in the scanner is shifted according to online
prospective motion correction of EPI images. For the structural MRI, we acquired
T1-weighted images using a magnetization-prepared, rapid acquisition gradient
echo sequence (MP-RAGE, 192 sagittal slices, TR¼2300 ms, TE¼3.93 ms, 151 flip-
angle, matrix¼256�256, slice thickness: 1.0 mm, FOV: 256 mm).

2.6. MRI data analysis

Image pre-processing and statistical analysis was performed using SPM8 (www.fil.
ion.ucl.ac.uk). The first three volumes of each participant's functional EPI-data were
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. The EPI images were realigned to the first
volume, and the subject mean was co-registered with the corresponding structural MRI
using mutual information optimization. Both functional and structural scans were
spatially normalized and transformed into a common Montreal Neurological Institute
space (resampled at voxel size 2�2�2mm3), as defined by the SPM8 T1.nii template,
as well as spatially filtered by convolving the functional images with an isotropic 3D
Gaussian kernel (8 mm full width at half-maximum, FWHM).

The fMRI data were analyzed statistically using the general linear model (GLM) and
statistical parametric mapping. Five (Day 1) or seven (Day 5 and Day 28) explanatory
variables were included in the model: Trained (word presentation, word articulation),
Novel (word presentation, word articulation), and baseline for Day 1, and additional two
regressors for Recombined (word presentation, word articulation) for Day 5 and Day 28.
For word presentation and baseline regressors, the event was time-locked to the
presentation of the visual stimulus, and for the word-articulation regressors, the event
was time-locked to the offset of the pseudoword (when an asterisk appeared, prompting
the subject to articulate). These explanatory variables were temporally convolved with
the canonical hemodynamic response function, along with their temporal derivatives
(one for each explanatory variable) provided by SPM8. The design matrix also included
six head motion regressors (3 translations, 3 rotations) as covariates of no interest. A
high-pass filter was implemented using a cut-off period of 128 s to remove low-
frequency effects from the time series. For statistical analysis, relevant contrast
parameter images were generated for each participant and subsequently subjected to
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a second-level analysis (Penny, Holmes, & Friston, 2003), treating participants as a
random variable.

For our current purposes, we focused on activation related to the preparation of
word pronunciation. For this reason, comparisons on the regressors pertaining to
word presentation for the three conditions of interest were investigated. For within-
session comparisons, specific contrasts between conditions (word presentation for
Trained–Novel, Trained–Recombined, and Recombined–Novel) for every partici-
pant were created within each session, and these contrast images were tested
against 0 in one-sample t-test on the group level. For comparison between sessions
of a specific condition, each condition was contrasted against the session baseline
per participant, and these contrasts were compared using paired t-tests on the
second level. Since the Trained pseudowords were novel in the beginning but
became familiar with repetition during the fMRI test on Day 1, an additional model
was tested for Day 1, including a parametric modulation regressor, accounting for
the number of repeats in the Trained condition. All reported clusters are significant
at voxel level po .05 family-wise error corrected (FWE) based on random field
theory (Brett, Penny, & Kiebel, 2004) unless otherwise stated.

3. Results

The main questions addressed by the behavioral and fMRI data
concerned: (1) effects of training, both short- and long-term, on
accuracy and speed of naming, and on the brain networks involved
in decoding and preparing to articulate stimuli; (2) the behavioral and
neural consequences of recombining parts of the trained stimuli. The

Recombined condition involved new combinations of the syllable-
sized parts of the trained stimuli, which were never seen and spoken
in this specific combination before the test on Day 5.

3.1. Behavioral results

During fMRI test in the scanner, pseudoword production was a
delayed response (participants had to withhold their naming
response until they were cued by an asterisk appearing on the
screen). Moreover, naming responses were contaminated by
scanner noise. For these reasons, we focus on the data from the
Behavioral test to assess changes in accuracy and speed as a
function of time and training.

3.1.1. Accuracy
Accuracy for the Trained stimuli was already high on Day 1, and

remained high throughout the experiment (Fig. 2A). The Recombined
condition also showed a very few errors, but for the Novel condition,
error rate was high in all three sessions. This was confirmed in two
repeated measures ANOVAs. The first, with 3 sessions (Day 1, Day 5,
Day 28) and 2 conditions (Trained, Novel) as factors revealed main
effects of sessions (F(2,40)¼10.27, po.001), and of conditions

Train-5Train-4Train-3Week 2

Train-8Train-7Train-6Week 3

Monday Wednesday Friday

fMRI-1 Behav-1 Train-1 fMRI-2 Behav-2Train-2Week 1 (Day 1) (Day 5)

fMRI-3 Behav-3Train-10Train-9Week 4 (Day 28)

fMRI

Train

Behav

νωχβλιφ *
2.5 - 6 s 2 - 10 s

* *

word trial cue

πεεμνωχ

baseline trial

2.5 - 6 s 2 - 10 s

noogblif

2.5 - 6 s

XXXXX

cueword trial
peemnoog

2 - 10 s

νωχβλιφ 

700 ms 1100  ms

* τεπ~ωχ

noogblif tepwoog

*
250 ms 700 ms250 ms 1100  ms

νωχβλιφ 

500 ms 850  ms

πεεμφεσκ 

noogblif peemfesk

850 ms 500 ms 850  ms

Fig. 1. Experimental procedure and tasks. The experiment comprised of 12 sessions. fMRI and Behavioral (Behav) testing take place on Day 1, Day 5 and Day 28. Training
(Train) takes place on all sessions except for Day 5 and Day 28. During fMRI test in the scanner (fMRI), participants are instructed to pronounce the word on the screen when
prompted with an n appearing on the screen. For baseline trials they are instructed to passively view the crosses on the screen. During Behavioral test (Behav), participants
are instructed to pronounce the word on the screen as quickly and as accurately as possible as soon as they saw the word. During training, (Train), all 5 words from the
Trained condition are presented 200 times each in a random order. Participants are instructed to pronounce the word as quickly and as accurately as possible.
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(F(1,20)¼51.20, po.001). Post-hoc paired t-tests (Bonferroni corrected)
showed a significant difference between Day 1 and Day 5 (po.001),
and a trend between Day 5 and Day 28 (p¼ .069). More errors were
observed in the Novel condition in all sessions (all po.001). The
second ANOVA,with 2 sessions (Day 5 and Day 28) and all 3 conditions
(Trained, Recombined, Novel) showed a main effect of conditions
(F(2,40)¼44.12, po.001), and a marginal significance of the ses-
sions� conditions interaction (F(2,40)¼3.33, p¼ .063). Post-hoc paired
t-tests (Bonferroni corrected) showed that for both Day 5 and Day 28,
participants made more errors in the Novel condition than the Trained
and Recombined conditions (all po.001). Accuracy of the Recombined
condition was significantly lower than the Trained condition on Day 5
(po.001) and showed a trend on Day 28 (p¼ .099).

3.1.2. Reaction time (voice-onset time)
The Trained condition was always responded to fastest, fol-

lowed by the Recombined, and then the Novel condition. Reaction
times decreased across sessions for the Trained stimuli, but
remained stable from Day 5 to Day 28 for the Recombined and
the Novel stimuli (Fig. 2B). This was corroborated in similar
ANOVAs as for the accuracy data.

The first ANOVA (3 sessions�2 conditions: Trained and Novel)
revealed a main effect of sessions (F(2,40)¼26.48, po.001) and
conditions (F(1,20)¼178.18, po.001) and an interaction (F(2,40)¼8.19,
p¼ .002). Pairwise contrasts (Bonferroni corrected) showed that Day
1 was slower than both Day 5 and Day 28 (both po.001), and a trend
towards Day 5 being slower than Day 28 (p¼ .094). The main effect of
conditions was also significant, with faster responses in the Trained
than in the Novel condition (F(1,20)¼178.18, po.001). Finally, the
significant interaction corroborated that the decrease in the reaction
time was driven by decrease in reaction time for the Trained condition
(all po.05), whereas the decrease for Novel condition only showed a
trend between Day 1 and Day 28 (p¼ .099). The second ANOVA,
comparing all three conditions on Day 5 and Day 28, revealed a main
effect of conditions (F(2,40)¼142.56, po.001). There was a linear
decrease in reaction time, with the Trained condition being fastest
and the Novel condition being slowest. No main effect of sessions or
interaction was observed.

In summary, participants were fastest and most accurate at
naming the Trained items. The Recombined stimuli were named
slightly less accurately than Trained items, but performance in
both the Trained and Recombined conditions was clearly better
and faster than on the Novel items. Through training, participants
became faster in naming the items in the Trained condition over
the three test sessions; however, this effect could not be observed
for the Recombined and Novel conditions from Day 5 to Day 28.

3.2. Imaging results

Brain activity data were compared within and across sessions
for different conditions. The data are reported according to the

questions raised above: (1) long- and short-term effects of training
and (2) the neural consequences of recombining syllables of the
trained disyllabic pseudowords into novel syllable combinations.

3.2.1. Activity change over time with extensive training
To investigate brain-network changes as a function of extensive

training, we looked into the brain-activity difference between Day
1 and Day 28. Paired t-test comparison of contrasts for the Trained
vs baseline between Day 1 and Day 28 showed an increase in
activity as a result of training (Day 1oDay 28) in the bilateral
angular gyrus (AG) and the left precuneus (Table 1 and Fig. 3A). No
significant increase above the threshold was observed from Day
1 to Day 5, although the bilateral AG showed this trend.

Changes over time in particular brain regions may reflect the
fact that the participants become acquainted with performing the
task in the scanner. To confirm that changes in the areas reported
above were due to training on specific pseudowords rather than to
task familiarity, general effects of the task were also tested. To do
so, the Novel–baseline contrasts were compared for Day 1 and Day
28. We did not observe any voxel that survived the threshold
(PFWEo .05 on the voxel level) for increase over time. We also
applied a cluster-size statistics (Hayasaka & Nichols, 2003), using
initial voxel level threshold at po .001 and cluster-size PFWEo .05
to detect activation patterns that might not be robust enough to be
captured at voxel-level FWE corrected threshold. This comparison
revealed two clusters; a bilateral precuneus cluster (local max-
imum [4, �54, 40]) extending to the middle cingulate cortex, and
a right AG cluster (local maximum [58, �58, 30]) extending to the
inferior parietal lobe (IPL) that increased in activity with time.
Even though there was a general increase in activity with training
for both the Trained and the Novel conditions in the AG and the
precuneus, when the areas that increased in activity from Day 1 to
Day 28 in the Novel condition were masked out (i.e. excluding all
significant voxels from the contrast Novel condition Day 284Day
1), significant voxels in the bilateral AG (right local maximum
[56,�50, 30] and left [�54, �62, 26]) and in the precuneus (local
maximum [�4, �58, 42]) were found for the Trained condition.

Furthermore, direct comparison between the Trained and the
Novel condition on Day 28 showedmore activity for the Trained than
the Novel condition in the bilateral AG cluster extending to IPL, and
extending to the supramarginal gyrus of the right hemisphere
(Table 2 and Fig. 4 top row). Moreover, this direct comparison (Day
28 Trained4Novel) also showed activity in the bilateral middle
temporal gyrus (MTG) and the left superior occipital gyrus. Thus, the
activity increase in these areas can be seen as the result of changes
due to training on specific pseudowords rather than to task practice.

Decreases in activity with repeated training over one month
(i.e. Trained condition: Day 14Day 28) were observed in the
bilateral ventral visual pathway, extending from the occipital
cortex to the inferior temporal and fusiform gyri, and bilaterally
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Fig. 2. Performance during Behavioral test. (A) Percentage of correct responses out of 20 trials per condition. (B) Mean voice onset time for the correct responses in each
condition. Error bars represent the standard deviations.
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in the superior parietal lobe, with left lateralized extensions to the
inferior parietal lobe and inferior and superior frontal gyri (IFG,
SFG) (Table 1 and Fig. 3B). Smaller but similar differences in the
same areas were observed for the contrast Day 14Day 5 (Table 1).
Activity difference measures between the Novel and Trained
conditions on Day 28 (Novel4Trained) showed more activity in
bilateral visual areas, extending ventrally to the inferior temporal
gyrus and fusiform gyrus, and dorsally to the middle occipital
gyrus and superior parietal lobe, and further to the left precentral,
the supplementary motor area, and SFG. This suggests a role for
these areas in unfamiliar pseudoword decoding and articulation
preparation, even when the task has become very familiar (Fig. 4
top row; for the whole list of activation clusters, see Table 2).

3.2.2. Activity change as a function of repetition on Day 1
Exposure to each Trained pseudoword for 10 times, during the

fMRI test on Day 1, resulted in a performance advantage in the
Behavioral test for the Trained pseudowords compared to that of
the Novel pseudowords. This suggests a rapid learning effect of the
Trained pseudowords during the fMRI test on Day 1. To see the

change over repetitions for the Trained condition during the fMRI
scan, we ran a separate GLM analysis including repetitions as a
parametric modulator for the Trained condition in the model for
the data on Day 1, and investigated the beta-values of this
parametric modulator regressor. This analysis revealed a network
of regions that increased in activity, and another network that
decreased in activity with repetition. Not surprisingly, the areas
that increased in activity with repetition were found in the left AG
extending to the IPL, and in the right hemisphere AG extending to
the supramarginal gyrus and IPL, and the MTG; very similar
to the network that showed an increase over a month of training.
The areas that decreased in activity with repetition were
found in the left IPL and pre-central gyrus. To detect activation
patterns that might not be robust enough to be captured at a
voxel-level FWE-corrected threshold, we also investigated the
activation map using cluster-level statistics with initial voxel level
threshold at po .001, and corrected for multiple comparisons on
the cluster-size at PFWEo .05. Additional increases in activation
with repetition were found in the midline structures, including the
precuneus extending to the posterior and middle cingulate cortex
and the right SFG. With this statistical threshold, additional

Table 1
Activity change Day 1 vs Day 28 for Trained condition

Peak voxel MNI coordinates

Cluster size PFWE T Z X Y Z

Increase in activity with training (Day 1 o Day 28)
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
right angular gyrus 57 0.001 9.45 5.77 54 �52 30
left angular gyrus 68 0.002 8.45 5.45 �54 �62 26
left precuneus 9 0.03 6.86 4.86 �4 �58 42

Decrease in activity with training (Day 1 4 Day 28)
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left inferior occipital gyrus 75 0.003 8.35 5.42 �42 �78 �10
left inferior temporal gyrus 0.042 6.66 4.78 �48 �64 �10
left fusiform gyrus 4 0.034 6.79 4.83 �30 �62 �4
right inferior temporal gyrus 135 0 9.84 5.88 48 �64 �10
right fusiform gyrus 3 0.042 6.65 4.78 44 �62 �20
left superior parietal lobule 260 0 10.17 5.97 �24 �56 58
left inferior parietal lobule 0.005 7.96 5.28 �28 �54 48
right angular gyrus 182 0.001 9.27 5.71 28 �66 46
right superior parietal lobule 2 0.038 6.71 4.8 28 �56 62
left superior frontal gyrus 18 0.014 7.33 5.05 �24 �6 54
left inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis) 85 0.016 7.23 5.01 �46 4 28

Increase in activity with training (Day 1 o Day 5)
no suprathreshold voxels at PFWE o 0.05

Decrease in activity with training (Day 1 4 Day 5)
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left inferior occipital gyrus 36 0.011 7.49 5.11 �42 �74 �8
left middle occipital gyrus 35 0.002 8.63 5.51 �36 �86 16
left inferior temporal gyrus 1 0.046 6.59 4.75 �50 �50 �14
right inferior temporal gyrus 234 0.002 8.64 5.52 48 �64 �8
left inferior parietal lobule 839 0 10.56 6.07 �42 �38 50
left superior parietal lobule 0.003 8.26 5.39 �32 �60 48
left superior parietal lobule 3 0.038 6.70 4.80 �36 �58 60
right superior occipital gyrus 343 0.003 8.25 5.39 30 �66 42
right inferior parietal lobule 0.005 7.97 5.29 28 �56 54
right superior parietal lobule 0.006 7.80 5.23 30 �54 62
left precentral gyrus 397 0 9.67 5.83 �44 �8 34
left inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis) 0.005 7.91 5.27 �58 8 20
left precentral gyrus 39 0.009 7.58 5.15 �30 �8 50
left supplementary motor area 32 0.018 7.17 4.99 �8 4 54
right supplementary motor area 0.042 6.65 4.94 2 6 52
left putamen 1 0.045 6.60 4.76 �24 8 0
left middle frontal gyrus 2 0.022 7.05 4.94 �38 48 12
vermis 113 0.001 9.01 5.63 2 �62 �38
vermis 0.029 6.87 4.87 �2 �70 �32

FWE: family�wise error, MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute
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decrease due to repetition was observed in the bilateral visual
areas, extending ventrally to the right inferior temporal gyrus and
dorsally to the postcentral gyrus, and in the left IFG (pars
opercularis) (Fig. 5 and Table 3).

In summary, on Day 1, the networks observed for activation
increase and decrease with repetition were very similar to the
networks found as a consequence of extensive training over one-
month period. The strength of the activity in these networks
thus continued to increase/decrease with repeated training over
a month.

3.2.3. Coding of syllables through training of disyllabic pseudowords
Is syllabic information extracted as a consequence of training on

disyllabic pseudowords? To address the status of the Recombined
stimuli (consisting of recombinations of the syllables from the
Trained pseudowords), we investigated whether the activity related
to the Recombined condition was influenced by repeated training of
the pseudowords (and thus syllables) in the Trained condition. For
this, we contrasted the Recombined and the Novel conditions on
Day 28, and found greater activity for the Recombined condition in
the left AG and right IPL. The reverse contrast (Novel4Recombined)
revealed very similar areas as those observed in Novel4Trained

condition contrast. Note that there was no activity that was
significantly higher for Trained4Recombined condition on Day 28.
However, the reverse contrast (Recombined4Trained) showed
areas that overlapped with Novel4Trained condition (Table 2,
Fig. 4 middle and bottom rows).

4. Discussion

The present data revealed that participants learned the map-
ping of Greek graphemes to Dutch phonemes quite rapidly, as
accuracy performance for the Trained items reached almost ceiling
level after 10 exposures on Day 1. There was an additional benefit
from repeated training over the course of one month, as illustrated
by the reaction time reduction across the three test sessions. The
Trained pseudowords were named much faster and more accu-
rately than the Novel stimuli, made up from the same set of Greek
graphemes. Thus, decoding clearly goes beyond grapheme-to-
phoneme mapping, resulting in the emergence of larger units of
representation, such as “word” forms. Due to extensive exposure
to a few Trained pseudowords throughout the experiment, parti-
cipants could have developed an underspecified representation of
the input, in terms of a few orthographic cues that distinguished a
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Fig. 3. Activity change over time. Areas that increased (A) and decreased (B) in activity over time for the Trained condition (Trained Day 1 vs Day 28). For illustration
purposes, the figures are thresholded at voxel po .001, cluster-level corrected (PFWEo .05) on the whole brain. (C) Parameter estimates from the contrasts of each condition
against the baseline condition at each time point (Day 1, Day 5 and Day 28) are depicted for the representative voxels (y-axis: parameter estimates). AG: angular gyrus, IFG:
inferior frontal gyrus, IPL: inferior parietal lobule, ITG: inferior temporal gyrus, L: left, R: right, SPL: superior parietal lobule. Note that areas that show negative values are a
part of the default mode network (Raichle & Snyder, 2007), where the activity is known to be high during the baseline period when subjects are not performing a
specific task.
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Table 2
Differences in activity on Day 28.

Cluster Peak voxel MNI coordinates

size PFWE PFWE T Z X Y Z

Trained 4 Novel
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left middle temporal gyrus 125 0.033 7.01 4.93 �50 �58 24
left angular gyrus 0.01 7.79 5.22 �54 �56 32
left superior occipital gyrus 56 0.001 9.09 5.66 �8 �94 20
left inferior parietal lobule 2 0.032 7.04 4.94 �54 �54 48
right middle temporal gyrus 33 0.015 7.52 5.12 56 �52 14
right supramarginal gyrus 142 0.003 8.53 5.48 60 �34 30
right inferior parietal lobule 6 0.025 7.19 5 54 �52 44
right angular gyrus 11 0.026 7.16 4.98 48 �62 30

Novel 4 Trained
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
right middle occipital gyrus 15 0.011 7.71 5.19 32 �82 36
right inferior occipital gyrus 1946 0 11.45 6.29 42 �68 �14
right inferior temporal gyrus 0 12.47 6.52 48 �64 �6
right fusiform gyrus 0 12.61 6.55 36 �66 �14
left inferior occipital gyrus 1781 0 12.13 6.45 �36 �70 �10
left fusiform gyrus 10 15.44 7.08 �38 �60 �14
right superior occipital gyrus 328 0.013 7.61 5.16 30 �66 40
right superior parietal lobule 0 10.36 6.02 24 �58 56
right postcentral gyrus 86 0.003 8.48 5.46 46 �30 46
left superior parietal lobule 844 0 9.85 5.88 �28 �54 56
left inferior parietal lobule 0 9.89 5.89 �24 �66 44
left precentral gyrus 350 0 10.91 6.16 �54 4 34
left supplementary motor area 74 0.011 7.71 5.19 �2 6 64
left superior frontal gyrus 47 0.008 7.9 5.26 �24 �4 56
right cerebellum 74 0.007 8.03 5.31 �2 �54 �32
vermis 6 0.027 7.15 4.98 6 �72 �20
left cerebellum 4 0.034 7 4.92 �22 �38 �42

Recombined 4 Novel
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left angular gyrus 6 0.028 7.16 4.99 �50 �56 34
right inferior parietal lobule 1 0.038 6.97 4.91 50 �58 28
right angular gyrus 1 0.045 6.86 4.87 48 �60 30

(Cluster-size FWE corrected)
left angular gyrus 1314 0 7.16 4.99 �50 �56 34
left inferior parietal lobule 6.42 4.67 �52 �52 52
right angular gyrus 1881 0 6.97 4.91 50 �58 28
right supramarginal gyrus 6.7 4.8 62 �38 34
left precuneus 1988 0 6.4 4.67 �4 �58 26
left middle temporal gyrus 490 0 6.44 4.69 �62 �48 �4
right Rolandic Operculum 173 0.033 6.03 4.5 58 �4 8

Novel 4 Recombined
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left inferior occipital gyrus 32 0.004 8.33 5.41 �28 �84 �2
left middle occipital gyrus 141 0.001 9.19 5.69 �32 �92 14
left fusiform gyrus 189 0.001 9.52 5.79 �36 �62 �10
left inferior occipital gyrus 0.005 8.23 5.38 �34 �74 �10
right inferior temporal gyrus 146 0.005 8.31 5.41 46 �68 �10
right inferior occipital gyrus 0.005 8.31 5.41 44 �66 �14
right middle occipital gyrus 28 0.003 8.55 5.49 30 �84 18
right fusiform gyrus 24 0.006 8.14 5.35 30 �54 �16
left superior parietal lobule 133 0 9.72 5.84 �26 �54 56
left inferior parietal lobule 79 0.001 9.6 5.81 �38 �40 46
left supramarginal gyrus 2 0.034 7.03 4.93 �62 �22 28
left precentral gyrus 122 0.004 8.35 5.42 �54 4 34
right superior parietal lobule 128 0.001 9.26 5.71 28 �50 58
right postcentral gyrus 12 0.009 7.88 5.26 42 �32 50
right insula 1 0.043 6.9 4.88 34 28 0

Trained 4 Recombined
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)

no suprathreshold voxels at PFWE o 0.05

Recombined 4 Novel
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left middle occipital gyrus 8 0.014 7.52 5.12 �34 �90 �4
left inferior occipital gyrus 263 0.005 8.24 5.38 �42 �76 �10
left inferior temporal gyrus 0.005 8.2 5.37 �48 �66 �10
left fusiform gyrus 0.006 8.02 5.31 �42 �52 �16
right inferior temporal gyrus 63 0.002 8.7 5.54 50 �66 �6
right fusiform gyrus 46 0.004 8.31 5.4 38 �68 �18
left inferior parietal lobule 90 0.005 8.17 5.36 �54 �30 46
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specific trained pseudoword from the others, that triggered the
response. If this were the case, Novel and Recombined pseudo-
words with similar letter combinations should have been mistaken
for a Trained word. Errors, however, were not of this type for the
Recombined and Novel pseudowords, but rather entailed a pho-
neme substitution or showed a disability to initiate the pronuncia-
tion within the short period of time. For this reason, it seems more
likely that participants developed fully specified representations
for the Trained pseudowords. Training not only induced the coding
of pseudowords as a holistic word unit, as there was evidence for
smaller units. The fact that the Recombined pseudowords were
pronounced faster and more accurately than the Novel pseudo-
words suggests the emergence of novel syllabic units, since these
were the units that were recombined.

Two distinct brain activity networks were observed. The first
network comprised of visual areas, extending both ventrally to the
inferior temporal cortex, and dorsally to the parietal cortex, and
further to the left frontal gyrus. This network was dominant during
the initial processing of the Trained pseudowords on Day 1, and for
Novel pseudowords throughout the experiment (as displayed in the
activation maps depicted in cold colors in Figs. 3–5). The second
network consisted of the angular gyrus (AG), the supramarginal gyrus,
the middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and the precuneus (as displayed in
the activation maps depicted in warm colors in Figs. 3–5). This activity
was largest for the Trained condition, increasing with stimulus
repetitions during Day 1, and continued to increase over four weeks
of repeated training. The Recombined condition activated both net-
works to a certain degree, but not to the full extent, as compared to
the Novel condition (network 1) or to the Trained condition (network
2) (Figs. 3C and 4).

4.1. Initial stage of symbol-to-sound conversion (network 1)

It has been argued that in the initial stages of visual-word
decoding, when the words are unfamiliar, we have to rely on the
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules in order to articulate
the printed letters – unless auditory information is provided
(Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001; Ehri, 2005). In
our experiment, we used Greek symbols to spell out new syllables
that comply with Dutch syllable-structure rules. At the beginning of
the experiment, participants were not very familiar with the corre-
spondence between Dutch sounds and the Greek symbols, so we
assumed orthography–phonology conversion to take place serially, at
the level of small units, and phonological assembly to be effortful.
This is reflected in the behavioral performance: accuracy was low
when pressed for time (the Novel condition had the lowest accuracy
scores, mainly due to a failure to pronounce within the limited time
window, or to a soundmistake within the utterance). It also took long
to name the Novel pseudowords throughout the experiment, but a
continuous decrease in naming onset time was observed with
repeated practice for the Trained condition.

On the neural level, the small steps of grapheme-to-phoneme
conversions necessary for the correct speech output were

accompanied by a particular network of activity in the brain
(Figs. 3B and 4 right column). This network included bilateral inferior
occipital cortex, extending to the fusiform gyrus ventrally. Successful
letter-speech sound association is reflected by activation in the
occipito-temporal cortex (Brem et al., 2010; Sandak et al., 2004; Xu
et al., 2001). The activity in visual areas also extended dorsally and
bilaterally, to the superior parietal lobe, extending to the inferior
parietal lobe (IPL). These areas show increases in activity when
processing highly demanding, visually complex material, or unfamiliar
stimuli (Kravitz et al., 2011; Sandak et al., 2004), and for degraded
word stimuli when serial reading strategies are deployed (Cohen et al.,
2008). In line with our findings, a functional network comprising the
posterior inferior temporal cortex and the parieto-occipital cortex was
more engaged in an audio–visual matching task, when an auditory
feature was associated with an unfamiliar visual input as compared to
that of a familiar one (Hashimoto & Sakai, 2004).

The frontal lobe is also known to activate when stimuli and task
are demanding. Low-frequency words are known to activate the
left inferior frontal junction, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), the
anterior insula, the inferior parietal sulcus, and the subgenual
cingulate, and bilateral supplementary motor areas (SMAs)
(Graves et al., 2010). Planning of articulation is known to involve
the anterior insula (Brown et al., 2009), and activity increases for
unfamiliar speech sounds (Carreiras et al., 2006; Moser et al.,
2009; Shuster, 2009). Indeed, we observed that these areas were
more active for the Novel condition.

In sum, we identified a network of brain regions when less
familiar visual input needs to be decoded. These regions corre-
sponded to areas in which visual input is processed in ventral (in
the inferior temporal lobes) and dorsal streams (in the parietal
lobes) (Blomert, 2011), and then translated into motor programs
for correct articulation (in the insula, pars opercularis of the left
IFG, and the pre- and post-central gyri). All these processes are less
automated for the Novel than for the Trained pseudowords,
resulting in higher demands during each of the processes. This
leads to activity increase in areas dedicated to visual processing,
phonological assembly, and preparation of articulation. These
areas showed a decrease in activity for the Trained condition with
repeated exposure on Day 1, and, consistently, also after a month
of repeated training. It is plausible to assume that, with practice,
decoding and articulatory preparation became more automated
such that attention-related processes were less required.

4.2. Stabilization of new pseudoword decoding through extensive
training (network 2)

After repeated exposure, participants were able to pronounce
the Trained pseudowords more automatically and efficiently. This
is reflected in the reaction time decrease for the Trained pseudo-
words, over the course of one month. On the neural level, an
increase in brain activity related to efficient conversion of print to
sound was found in the bilateral AG, the bilateral precuneus
extending to the middle cingulate cortex, and the bilateral MTG.

Table 2 (continued )

Cluster Peak voxel MNI coordinates

size PFWE PFWE T Z X Y Z

left superior parietal lobule 86 0.011 7.71 5.2 �24 �64 44
left precentral gyrus 139 0.004 8.42 5.44 �48 4 32
right superior occipital gyrus 13 0.016 7.47 5.11 30 �66 40
right inferior parietal lobule 60 0.003 8.54 5.48 26 �56 54

FWE: family-wise error, MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute
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One way of interpreting our data is that a unitary code for the
conversion from script-to-sound for the stimulus as a whole
emerged with repeated training, and that this representation is
stored in the network described above.

When we sound out visual inputs, regions that process ortho-
graphy, phonology, as well as motor-programming areas must
exchange information. Many neuroimaging studies so far have
provided evidence for the neural correlates of reading, which

Trained > Novel

Recombined > Novel

Trained > Recombined

Novel > Trained

Novel > Recombined

Recombined > Trained

Fig. 4. Activity difference between conditions on Day 28. For illustration purposes, the figures are thresholded at voxel po .001, cluster-level corrected (PFWEo .05) on the
whole brain. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Effect of repetition on Day 1 for the Trained condition. Areas that increased (A) and decreased (B) in activity as a function of number of repetitions for the Trained
condition. For illustration purposes, the figures are thresholded at voxel po .001, cluster-level corrected (PFWEo .05) on the whole brain. (a) Positive correlation (increase
with repetition) and (b) Negative correlation (decrease with repetition).
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includes areas related to visual and auditory processing, and to
motor preparation, but also areas concerned with semantic repre-
sentations (Jobard, Crivello, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003; Price, 2010;
Taylor, Rastle, & Davis, 2013). For the processing of visual input, the
left occipito-temporal area, also known as “visual word form area”
(VWFA), is known to code recurring combinations of letters as
integrated visual perceptual units for rapid and effortless reading
(McCandliss et al., 2003), although some studies also assign
associated phonological coding to this area (Sandak et al., 2004;
Xu et al., 2001). Phonological processing is reflected as activity in
the mid to posterior superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Hickok &
Poeppel, 2007). Linking of visual and auditory information recruits
areas in the junction of temporal and parietal cortex, for both
words and pseudowords (Demonet, Price, Wise, & Frackowiak,
1994; Price, Green, & von Studnitz, 1999). The MTG seems to code
for phonological memory representations of known words
(Hagoort et al., 1999), and is often referred to as convergence zone

that combines multimodal information (for a review: Binder &
Desai, 2011). The above findings suggest that memory for ortho-
graphy resides in occipito-temporal cortex, whereas memory of
phonology is coded in the superior part of the temporal cortex.
The MTG and the temporo-parietal junction seem to process
information about specific orthographic–phonological associa-
tions. The functions of the above-mentioned areas in the left
hemisphere fit with the theory put forward by Pugh et al. (2000),
who consider the ventral occipito-temporal area as a memory-
based word identification system, and the temporo-parietal circuit
as involved in the extraction of the relationship between ortho-
graphy, phonological form, morphological and lexical-semantic
information, resulting in integrated representations.

The AG and the MTG are known to be activated more for familiar
words compared to unfamiliar letter strings. They are also reported to
be more active when reading irregular words. The activity is thought
to reflect the use of a mental lexicon, a node that connects different

Table 3
Day 1 change with repetition for Trained condition.

Cluster Peak voxel MNI coordinates

size PFWE PFWE T Z X Y Z

Increase in activity with repetition
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left inferior parietal lobe 74 0.003 8.64 5.52 �52 �54 40
left angular gyrus 0.008 8.06 5.32 �56 �60 30
right inferior parietal lobe 4 0.025 7.37 5.07 56 �48 48
right angular gyrus 33 0.022 7.43 5.09 58 �50 36
right supramarginal gyrus 0.009 7.99 5.3 60 �46 36
right middle temporal gyrus 37 0 10.6 6.08 58 �52 18
right middle temporal gyrus 24 0.016 7.65 5.17 64 �16 �14

(Cluster-size FWE corrected)
right middle temporal gyrus 3166 0 10.6 6.08 58 �52 18
right supramarginal gyrus 7.99 5.3 60 �46 36
right middle temporal gyrus 7.65 5.17 64 �16 �14
left inferior parietal lobe 851 0 8.64 5.52 �52 �54 40
left angular gyrus 8.06 5.32 �56 �60 30
left supramarginal gyrus 6.62 4.76 �60 �52 32
left middle temporal gyrus pole 1127 0 8.21 5.37 �46 10 �30
left middle temporal gyrus 6.11 4.54 �56 �4 �20
left inferior temporal gyrus 4.79 3.87 �52 �30 �16
left superior temporal gyrus 4.51 3.7 �48 �8 �12
left middle cingulate cortex 1451 0 7.02 4.93 �6 �40 40
right precuneus 5.68 4.33 6 �58 40
right posterior cingulate cortex 4.59 3.75 2 �46 28
left anterior cingulate cortex 1085 0 6.23 4.59 �6 50 16
right anterior cingulate cortex 5.71 4.35 6 48 12
right superior frontal gyrus 232 0 5.64 4.31 22 28 56
right superior frontal gyrus 5.44 4.22 16 40 50
right superior medial frontal gyrus 5.28 4.13 8 36 56

Decrease in activity with repetition
(Voxel-level FWE corrected)
left inferior parietal lobe 9 0.014 7.74 5.2 �36 �36 42
left precentral gyrus 7 0.019 7.54 5.13 �50 �4 42

(Cluster-size FWE corrected)
left inferior parietal lobe 1750 0 7.74 5.2 �36 �36 42
left superior parietal lobe 6.7 4.8 �24 �58 60
left precentral gyrus 853 0 7.54 5.13 �50 �4 42
left inferior frontal gyrus (pars opercularis) 5.44 4.22 �54 10 26
right superior occipital gyrus 1943 0 6.52 4.72 22 �60 48
right postcentral gyrus 6.45 4.69 32 �36 48
right middle occipital gyrus 6.35 4.65 32 �80 28
left superior frontal gyrus 252 0 5.76 4.37 �22 �8 60
left middle frontal gyrus 5.64 4.31 �30 �2 52
right inferior temporal gyrus 330 0 5.66 4.32 42 �60 �10
right middle temporal gyrus 4.25 3.55 48 �72 6
left inferior occipital gyrus 441 0 5.14 4.06 �32 �82 �6
left middle occipital gyrus 4.68 3.8 �28 �82 26

FWE: family-wise error, MNI: Montreal Neurological Institute
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aspects of the word (e.g. orthography, phonological form, morpholo-
gical and lexical-semantic information), when reading these words
(Binder et al., 2003). Since our trained pseudowords were mean-
ingless, the activity increases in the AG, the MTG, and the precuneus
could not be influenced by access to semantic information. We would
rather argue that they code for orthography–phonology association of
the novel words. This multimodal representation emerged through
repeated training on articulating these pseudowords. The representa-
tion of the novel words probably involved a holistic unit after multiple
repetitions, which in turn resulted in higher accuracy and speed after a
month of training. Interestingly, not only the whole word unit but also
sub-units (in our case the syllables) seem to have emerged. We will
discuss this in Section 4.3.

There was a general increase over time in the AG and precuneus,
which was present in both Trained and Novel conditions, but the
increase over time was larger for the Trained than that for the Novel
condition. A general increase related to the task would imply that the
AG and the precuneus are involved in coding the conversion of Greek
script into Dutch phonemes on a grapheme-by-grapheme basis, a
process that is shared by the two conditions. However, because the
Trained and Recombined conditions both showed greater activity than
the Novel condition in the bilateral AG and the left MTG on Day 28,
these areas might also be coding larger, chunked memory representa-
tions, such as syllables and whole-word units, which would lead to a
more efficient decoding and articulation for the Trained as well as for
the Recombined pseudowords.

One caveat is that areas such as the precuneus, the medial,
lateral and inferior parietal cortex, and the medial prefrontal
cortex that partially overlap with our results, are known to
increase in activity when the brain is at a resting state, known
as the Default Mode Network (Mason et al., 2007; Raichle &
Snyder, 2007). In fMRI studies, easy tasks tend to show a relative
increase in these areas when compared with perceptually challen-
ging tasks. It is true that with extensive training, our participants
became very efficient at articulating the pseudowords of the
Trained condition, rendering this condition into an easy one
compared to the Novel and the Recombined conditions. On the
other hand, the network that shows an increase in activity for
memory retrieval is very similar to the default mode network
(Schacter, Addis, & Buckner, 2007). Therefore, the activation
increase in the AG and the left MTG might also reflect access to
emergent memory representations for the stimuli of the Trained
condition, and to emergent novel syllables for the Recombined
condition (see Section 4.3 for discussion on syllable units).

We did not observe increased activity with repeated practice in
the VWFA in the fusiform gyrus, an area known to code ortho-
graphy (Braet, Wagemans, & Op de Beeck, 2012; McCandliss et al.,
2003). This area has been reported to sharpen and consequently
reduce in activation when participants become more skilled at
reading (Dehaene et al., 2010; Mochizuki-Kawai, Tsukiura,
Mochizuki, & Kawamura, 2006). Another possible reason for the
lack of VWFA activation in the Trained condition might be the
multiple repetition of Trained stimuli. Firing of neurons that
represent incoming information tends to reduce when the same
input information is processed repeatedly (van Turennout,
Bielamowicz, & Martin, 2003). This is termed repetition suppres-
sion, or adaptation (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006). Since
the pseudowords from the Trained condition were repeated 10
times each over the course of each fMRI session (and many times
during the training sessions), average activity for the Trained
condition might well have been lower than in the Recombined
or the Novel condition, due to repetition suppression.

It is true that interpretation of the activation differences between
the Trained and the other two conditions should be interpreted with
care, as Trained condition trials contained stimuli that were repeated
(it was unavoidable for the fMRI data due to a very small number of

trained items), whereas there were no repetitions of the exact same
stimulus in the other conditions. Indeed when we contrasted the
activity increase/decrease with repetition of the Trained condition on
Day 1, we observed similar patterns of activation. One interpretation is
that this network reflects repetition, general habituation, or less
novelty-related attention. As such, the network would not bear on
the emergence of new pseudoword/syllable representations. But it is
important to note the high degree of similarity between activation
patterns observed for the contrasts for which repetition within the
session is constant. One is the contrast between the Recombined and
the Novel condition, with no repetition of the same stimuli within a
run. The other contrast concerns the Trained condition compared
across the sessions, where all sessions have an equal number of
repetitions. Both contrasts showed the same two networks; one that is
prominent when compilation of smaller units is required for pronun-
ciation, thus necessitating multiple steps of processing (network 1, the
Novel condition, initial phase of the Trained condition, and to a lesser
degree the Recombined condition), and a more efficient one that can
benefit from chunking, resulting in the emergence of syllabic or word
units (network 2, the Trained condition with more repetition and
training, and the Recombined condition compared to the Novel
condition). For these reasons, we believe that our effects are not
merely due to the presence or absence of repetition in the different
conditions but rather to the processing change due to emergence of
word/syllable representations.

4.3. Role of syllables in new pseudoword decoding

Although the pseudowords from the Recombined condition were
never trained, and the specific combinations of the disyllables
appeared only once during the fMRI and Behavioral test sessions on
Day 5 and Day 28, participants were more accurate and faster to
pronounce the Recombined pseudowords compared to pseudowords
in the Novel condition. This implies that there is flexibility in the
learning system that allows syllabic units to be extracted from the
trained pseudowords and stored as a result of repeated practice with
these trained pseudowords. These same syllables constituted the
pseudowords in the Recombined condition, and facilitated their
processing. We observed better and faster performance in pronoun-
cing the Recombined words as compared to the Novel words. We
interpreted this difference as evidence that the participants were able
to make use of novel, stored syllabic units, derived from the syllables
of the trained pseudowords. The Trained and Recombined pseudo-
words showed activation increases in the same areas, namely the AG
and the MTG. This suggests that the AG and the MTG are coding for
integrated orthography–phonology conversion, and they seem to do
so in multiple levels of units (from small grapheme–phoneme con-
version to larger units entailing syllables and holistic word units), as
long as they are occurring frequently. To confirm that syllabic units
were extracted and coded when trained on multisyllabic pseudo-
words, one could test whether pronouncing single syllables (that were
present in the Trained condition) involved the same areas of the brain
as pronouncing Trained pseudowords. With the current setup, we
could not strictly dissociate between the interpretations that the
emergence of syllabic units occurred naturally through the repeated
training of disyllabic pseudowords, or that it was a conscious realiza-
tion on the participants' side after they had gone through the fMRI test
on Day 5 when they were confronted with recombined syllables for
the first time. Their experience of the Recombined condition tested on
Day 5 might have influenced their response on Day 28 because they
were now aware of the possibility of the recombined syllables.
However, this interpretation seems unlikely given that accuracy and
reaction time response for the Recombined condition did not improve
from Day 5 to Day 28.

A limitation to our findings is that even though our focus was
on the syllables for sub-word level units, we cannot rule out the
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possibility that the emergence of (Greek) orthography to (Dutch)
phonology conversion coding is occurring on even smaller units
such as bi- and trigrams, as these were also repeated more for the
Recombined condition than for the Novel condition. It was,
however, impossible to keep the frequencies of occurrence for
bi- and trigrams equal for the Recombined and Novel conditions,
given the nature of the material used here.

Even though naming of pseudowords in the Recombined condition
was faster than those from the Novel condition, it was still slower than
that of the Trained condition. On the neural level, the Recombined
stimuli involved more activity in the visual-attention network and the
left precentral area than the Trained stimuli, indicating that naming
recombined syllables required additional processing compared to the
Trained condition. This activity pattern is similar to that of the contrast
between Novel and Trained conditions (network 1 in blue shade Fig. 4
right column). Since the specific combinations of the syllables used in
the Recombined condition were never trained, additional visual
processing, working memory, and motor preparation were necessary
to assemble the syllables for the articulation of the Recombined
condition. The increased activity for the Recombined compared to
the Trained condition may reflect extra phonological assembly process
on the syllabic level.

4.4. Possible roles for the areas observed in our data

What is the neural network for decoding unfamiliar and familiar
orthography? Although our data do not provide information on the
temporal processing flow from visual input to speech output, it is
plausible to assume that both feed-forward and feed-backward
processes are involved (Price & Devlin, 2011). Our brain can identify
a word as a word at a speed that is much faster than recognizing it
letter by letter from left to right, and then as awhole after reaching the
last letter (Nazir et al., 1998). The same holds for articulation (Levelt,
2001). Frequently occurring units are probably coded and stored in
chunks or larger units than graphemes and phonemes, such that
when reading aloud familiar words, many compilation steps needed
for assembling decoded segments can be skipped. Triggered by the
visual input, two processes can work in parallel: one that decodes
serially from left to right, and another that scans for a possible match
in the existing memory representations, as large and holistic as
possible, both in orthography and phonology. Processing below the
word level results in smaller units, such as syllables or groups of letters
that co-occur often enough to have a stored representation. The
smaller the units of analysis are, the more is the need for phonological
assembly of each piece of retrieved information, resulting in a longer
and more effortful process.

From our findings, one can speculate about the specific areas
involved in the above processes. When visual input is presented,
information is processed along the visual stream in the occipital cortex
to the ventral part of the temporal cortex. The left fusiform gyrus is
known to code familiar letter strings (McCandliss et al., 2003), and can
also react to familiarized consonant strings (Fisher, Cortes, Griego, &
Tagamets, 2011). The dorsal visual stream extending to the superior
parietal lobe is known to activate when visuo-spatial processing
demands are high (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Galletti, Kutz,
Gamberini, Breveglieri, & Fattori, 2003). For unfamiliar letter–string

combinations (Novel condition), visual processing was more demand-
ing probably due to the fact that the letter strings had to be decoded in
a letter-by-letter fashion. Furthermore, for the Novel conditionwithout
holistic representations, the retrieved sounds associated to each
symbol had to be kept online in working memory, to assemble the
phonemes for articulation, a demand posed upon the PFC (Smith,
Jonides, Marshuetz, & Koeppe,1998). This would causemore activation
of the IFG for the Novel than the Trained pseudowords (for example
Joubert et al., 2004), which is in line with our finding. In contrast,
chunked information (holistic word representation) could have
emerged as a result of training, and possibly coded in the AG, the
precuneus and the MTG, leading to increased activity in these areas for
reading out the coded memory representations when preparing to
articulate. With holistic representations, less or no processing is
needed for the assembly of smaller units, resulting in a fast and
efficient articulation. Furthermore, smaller units derived from a longer
word, namely its syllables, would become represented in similar brain
structures, such that articulation of recombined syllables benefited
from repeated training of novel disyllabic words.

5. Conclusion

In this experiment, we showed that while unfamiliar Dutch-
like pseudowords written in Greek script can be sounded out if
given enough time, their pronunciation becomes more and more
fluent with repeated practice of articulation. This is probably
due to a shift from a grapheme-to-phoneme decoding to a more
holistic conversion, resulting in efficient articulation. Initially,
smaller units are decoded, involving increased activity in the
visual-attention areas of the occipito-temporal and occipito-
parietal cortices, increased working-memory processing in the
frontal cortex, and motor planning and coordination in the
precentral gyrus and the anterior insula. Once memory represen-
tations of chunked information are established in areas encom-
passing the angular gyrus, the precuneus and the middle temporal
gyrus, the articulation becomes more fluent and less effortful. The
two networks are flexible and interactive such that recurring units
– such as syllables – are extracted and coded in the latter network,
and can be retrieved and recombined for articulation, even when
these units are newly combined.
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Appendix A

See Tables A.1 and A.2.

Table A.1
Used alphabets and their conversion to Greek orthography.

Alphabet

Latin a b e f g i j k l m n o oo p r s t uu v w
Greek α β ε φ χ I | κ λ μ ν o ω π ρ σ τ υ 4 �
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Table A.2
List of pseudowords in Greek alphabet and their pronunciations.

Behavioral and fMRI
Trained
Days 1, 5 28

Print Speech

νωχβλιf noogblif
πεεμfεσκ peemfesk
βλυμ�οχτ bluumwogt
4λων|ιεκ vloonjiek
παλχfριχ palgfrig

Behavioral

Recombined Novel

Days 5, 28 Day 1 Days 5, 28

Print Speech Print Speech Print Speech

βλιffεσκ bliffesk σχυκχλεκ sguukglek βριεχ4λεεμ briegvleem
βλιffριχ bliffrig σλελκλωλ slelklool σχεεκσνον sgeeksnon
βλυμπαλχ bluumpalg τ�αλ� ιεμ twalwiem κλολρεεν klolreen
βλυμ4λων bluumvloon σνωνρυf snoonruuf 4λεπτιεχ vleptieg
fεσκ|ιεκ feskjiek 4λεεμσιεχ vleemsieg 4ριεπ4οκ vriepvok
fεσκ�οχτ feskwogt σμιελναfτ smielnaft bρεερ4 ισπ breervisp
fριχ|ιεκ frigjiek κλαρνωρκ klarnoork χλεκχωμτ glekgoomt
fριχνωχ frignoog τριfχαλf trifgalf χρωνλορf groonlorf
|ιεκβλυμ jiekbluum πεεχσχεεκ peegsgeek � ιεμτ�αλ wiemtwal
|ιεκνωχ jieknoog |υχ4λεπ juugvlep πυκτριf puuktrif
νωχfεσκ noogfesk ρεενβρεερ reenbreer κιεfσχυκ kiefsguuk
νωχfριχ noogfrig μεεfχρων meefgroon σιεχσμιελ siegsmiel
παλχβλιf palgblif 4ωκπυκ vookpuuk fιεχμεεf fiegmeef
παλχ�οχτ palgwogt τιεχμαλκ tiegmalk ρυf�ονσ ruufwons
πεεμβλιf peemblif �ωνσβριεχ woonsbrieg μαλκσλελ malkslel
πεεμ4λων peemvloon λωρf4ριεπ loofvriep bιμσκλαρ bimsklar
4λωνπαλχ vloonpalg χωμτfιεχ goomtfieg ναfτπεεχ naftpeeg
4λωνπεεμ vloonpeem 4 ισπκιεf vispkief ταρf|υχ tarfjuug
�οχτβλυμ wogtbluum |αλκταρf jalktarf νορκ|αλκ norkjalk
�οχτπεεμ wogtpeem νατσβιμσ natsbims χαλfνατσ galfnats

fMRI

Recombined Novel

Days 5, 28 Day 1 Days 5, 28

Print Speech Print Speech Print Speech

βλιf|ιεκ blifjiek 4λυστ� ιλ vluustwil χριεfτ|ωχ grieftjoog
βλιfνωχ blifnoog βλιεχπριελ bliegpriel χλωσbλιεχ gloosblieg
βλιfπαλχ blifpalg fριεπτραf frieptraf κνομfρυκ knomfruuk
βλιfπεεμ blifpeem τ� ιπ�ρυπ twipwruup κνυfχλιεπ knuufgliep
βλιf�οχτ blifwogt τρελκ� ιλ trelkwil κροfκραρ krofkrar
βλυμβλιf bluumblif fρυκ�ριλ fruukwril κ� ιλπλεεμ kwilpleem
βλυμfεσκ bluumfesk στυλσυf stuulsuuf σχοσbαf sgosbaf
βλυμfριχ bluumfrig στεεσ4 ιεχ steesvieg πλωχfυf ploogfuuf
βλυμ|ιεκ bluumjiek πριεfνιεf priefnief πρασbεχ prasbeg
βλυμνωχ bluumnoog �ρυτλιρ wruutlir πριελχυτ prielguut
fεσκβλιf feskblif τ|ιεκfεεπ tjiekfeep προκχεεμ prokgeem
fεσκβλυμ feskbluum χλιεπμυτ gliepmuut σκεελμωχ skeelmoog
fεσκfριχ feskfrig τ�ωμλιεμ twoomliem σκυμκεεχ skuumkeeg
fεσκπεεμ feskpeem τ�ωπκιπτ twoopkipt 4ρωκταλπ vrooktalp
fεσκ4λων feskvloon σπιεμριεπσ spiemrieps σλεfbερπ slefberp
fριχβλυμ frigbluum τ|ωχμιεντ tjoogmient σνομρολχ snomrolg
fριχπαλχ frigpalg σμυfναλμ smuufnalm τραf|ερσ trafjers
fριχπεεμ frigpeem πλεεμραfσ pleemrafs τ� ιλκερτ twilkert
fριχ4λων frigvloon κραρfωμπ krarfoomp �ριλμεσπ wrilmesp
fριχ�οχτ frigwogt σλιf|ωνσ slifjoons �ρυπμορν wruupmorn
|ιεκβλιf jiekblif κεεχκνωμ keegknoom bεεμπριεf beemprief
|ιεκfεσκ jiekfesk πιρπρασ pirpras fεεπσλιf feepslif
|ιεκπαλχ jiekpalg νεμσλεf nemslef χιρσμυf girsmuuf
|ιεκπεεμ jiekpeem χεεμχριεf geemgrief |υμσπιεμ juumspiem
|ιεκ4λων jiekvloon fυfσκεελ fuufskeel λιεμστεεσ liemstees
νωχβλυμ noogbluum 4εfσκυμ vefskuum λιρστυλ lirstuul
νωχ|ιεκ noogjiek ριεχ�εf riegwef πιεχτεπ piegtep
νωχπαλχ noogpalg τεπ�ωχ tepwoog πυfτυκ puuftuuk
νωχ4λων noogvloon τυκχιρ tuukgir μυτνεμ muutnem
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